
T H E  W O M A N  S C H O O L

STRATEGIST GUIDE QUESTIONS
LESSON 18

MEN, DATING, MARRIAGE

1. Regardless of  your age, do you believe that there is still so much more growth that you need?  
    Explain how you plan to continually create a culture of  growth in your lifetime.
2. Does your presence bring hope and joy? How do you plan to continue to bring light to the  
    lives around you?
3. What are some limiting beliefs you have about men that perhaps were a fruit of  a bad  
    experience? How is this limiting belief  impacting your current relationships with men?  
    If  you do not have any, then what are positive beliefs about men that have helped you develop 
    quality relationships with men in your life? Elaborate.
4. Have you learned from previous relationships or are you carrying your past wounds into  
    your current situation? Are you allowing your fear and ‘automatic’ judgments to hold you  
    back from seeing goodness in men? Explain how it is holding you back (single or married).
5. Are you constantly mindful of  the words you are choosing in order to raise your respectability 
    with men? If  Yes...How are then men responding to the way you speak to them? If  No... 
    What concrete action step(s) can you take to replace your belief  and your choice of  words?
6. Are you hyper-aware of  holding the men in your circle accountable for ill behavior, or have  
   you tolerated it? How can you begin to be intentional about holding people accountable?
7. Is your husband continuing to pursue you? If  Yes...In what way? If  No...What is the root cause 
    of  his lack of  pursuit? Is he inspired by you? If  Yes, How? If  No...Why not?  If  you are single,  
    are men intentionally pursuing you? If  Yes...What are you doing to intentionally create that  
    pursuit? If  No...Why not?
8. Is your life inspiring to your boyfriend, male friends, husband, and son(s)? If  Yes...How? If  No... 
    How can you become more inspired as a woman so you can inspire the lives around you?
9. Are you intentional about how to show up as your best self  regardless of  how many years you 
    have been together? Explain how?
10. Are you convicted about your call to create a beautiful and meaningful life of  contribution 
     regardless of  your age?
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